
PREPARE
YOUR

COMPANY
FOR AI!

Now is the opportunity for your company to experiment
with AI technology at low risk! Partner and collaborate

as a beta-customer with LAUNCH!, a tech startup
pioneering the Future of Work, on an advanced AI pilot.

What is EIVA?

 

ROI from EIVA

1.    Obtain a first-mover AI competitive   

 advantage before your competitors

2.    Scalably keep your knowledge up-to-

date and useable, being one of your

largest and most valuable assets

3.    Increase collaboration

4.    Improve productivity

5.    Centralize knowledge

6.    Improve knowledge adoption

7.    Improve employee engagement

 

Who is EIVA for?

High-growth company   |  Based in Los Angeles  |   Employs over 500 professional

workers  |   Has multiple locations  |   Currently documents knowledge and collects

a sizable amount of data (20G)

Contact (323) 327-7004

Commitment

There will be an employee survey or a few requests for 30-60 min interviews

with key individuals  

Share onboarding program materials     

Provide secure read-only API access and documentation to desired internal

systems and / or subscriptions that will hook up to EIVA

All employees to create a user profile (10-20 min)     

All users who opt in to use EIVA will engage with EIVA daily and provide

feedback via the app     

Optional: Deploy and pilot a rewards program based on EIVA’s incentive

system

3-5 month pilot prep    

Final 3-month pilot in 2020

ROI from pilot

1.    Get an AI Readiness Assessment 

2.   Get a sneak peak into how your

company would respond to AI

3.    Get a glimpse into how

employees would use it and derive

value from it

4.    Gain insights derived from pilot

on how you might want to pursue AI

in the future

5.    Retain documentation used in

pilot

EIVA is an enterprise intellectual virtual assistant, aka digital librarian, that

automates knowledge management by crowdsourcing accurate & up to

date knowledge from experts across your organization to help employees

make better informed decisions & work more efficiently.


